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ABSTRACT

Catalysis, the acceleration of product formation by a substance that is left un-

changed, typically results from multiple elementary processes, including diffusion

of the reactants towards the catalyst, chemical steps, and release of the products.

While efforts to design catalysts are often focused on accelerating the chemical reac-

tion on the catalyst, catalysis is a global property of the catalytic cycle that involves

all processes. These are controlled by both intrinsic parameters such as the composi-

tion and shape of the catalyst, and extrinsic parameters such as the concentration of

the chemical species at play. We examine here the conditions that catalysis imposes

on the different steps of a reaction cycle and the respective role of intrinsic and ex-

trinsic parameters of the system on the emergence of catalysis by using an approach

based on first-passage times. We illustrate this approach for various decompositions

of a catalytic cycle into elementary steps, including non-Markovian decompositions,

which are useful when the presence and nature of intermediate states are a priori

unknown. Our examples cover different types of reactions and clarify the constraints

on elementary steps and the impact of species concentrations on catalysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Catalysts are substances that accelerate the completion of chemical reactions without
being consumed in the process. They have long been studied in chemistry for their role in
the industrial production of chemical products and in biology for their role in the metabolism
and regulation of living processes1. A newer context for catalysis is provided by developments
in supramolecular chemistry, DNA nanotechnology and soft matter physics2–4 which yield
alternative chemistries where the size, shape, valence, strength and specificity of interaction
of the molecules can be tuned5–8. In these chemistries, catalysts can be designed with a
control over many parameters, which provides experimental models to study catalysis and,
more generally, new contexts to engineer properties inspired by biology.

Motivated by these perspectives, we have recently taken up the task of computationally
designing catalysts in the context of a chemistry where the “atoms” consist of spherical
colloidal particles that interact via pairwise potentials9. In this chemistry, the interaction
potentials are isotropic with a common shape and interaction range, but with possibly dif-
ferent depths. Different atoms (A,B, . . . ) can be designed to have interactions with specific
strengths (εAA, εAB, εBB, . . . ). We considered catalyzing the dissociation of a dimer made
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of two bound particles of type A by a catalyst consisting of particles of another type B,
i.e., catalyzing the reaction A2 → 2A. This problem led us to ask several general questions:
how to assess the presence of catalysis? How to score the performance of a catalyst? To
which extent do these questions depend on the extrinsic conditions under which catalysis
is analyzed, including the volume of the vessel and the presence of multiple substrates or
multiple catalysts? Is it sufficient to analyze a system consisting of a single substrate and a
single catalyst, as it is computationally most convenient to do, or could catalysis arise only
when sufficiently many molecules are present? What extrinsic conditions are most favorable
to catalysis?

More specific questions arise when studying the different steps that catalysis typically
requires, including binding of the substrate(s) to the catalyst, reaction(s) in the presence
of the catalyst, and release of the product(s)10. Some of these steps can have a simple
dependence on the design parameters. For instance, the final step of the catalyzed reaction
that we studied in9 is the release of a single particle A attached to a single particle B of
the catalyst which depends on the interaction strength between A and B (εAB) but not on
other features of the catalyst. Since this final release must occur faster than the spontaneous
reaction for catalysis to take place, the interactions between A and B must be weaker than
the interaction between two A, εAB < εAA. It would be desirable to extend this reasoning to
obtain bounds on the design parameters, but this opens up several additional questions: is it
always necessary for a forward step along a catalytic cycle to be faster than the spontaneous
reaction? What if we do not have the knowledge of each intermediate state, as is typically
the case when starting to investigate different designs?

Several of these questions have been previously addressed11–15. Previous approaches, how-
ever, do not provide straightforward and consistent answers to all of the above questions. For
instance, a well-accepted quantification of catalytic activity is the turnover number, defined
as the number of substrates that a catalyst converts per unit of time13. One limitation of the
turnover number is that it does not refer to the spontaneous reaction. As a consequence, it
cannot reveal if catalysis, understood as an acceleration relative to the spontaneous reaction,
is indeed taking place. This is not an issue when studying substances such as enzymes, which
are unambiguously accelerating reactions, but can be an issue when designing catalysts in
new contexts9. The first designs are indeed likely to have limited activities, in which case
establishing that catalysis is taking place is critical before considering any improvement.

Beyond the turnover number, enzymes are typically characterized by two distinct quan-
tities, the catalytic rate constant kcat and the Michaelis constant KM

11. Taken together,
they account for the dependence of the reaction rate on substrate concentration [S] by de-
scribing the rate of product formation per enzyme as kcat[S]/(KM + [S]), a relation known
as Michaelis-Menten kinetics11. By accounting for the concentration of substrates, this re-
lationship partly accounts for extrinsic parameters. In this case, a measure of catalytic
efficiency relative to the spontaneous reaction has been proposed12, but Michaelis-Menten
kinetics rely on several assumptions that prevent its general applications16: the substrate
must be in excess relative to the catalyst and catalysis must involve a series of states with
rates of transition justifying that an intermediate complex is at a quasi-steady state. These
assumptions cannot be made in general.

These limitations motivated us to develop our own criterion for defining and quantifying
catalysis, a criterion from which necessary conditions for elementary steps can be derived.
Our approach goes beyond assumptions that may be justified in particular cases but are not
guaranteed when considering more general catalysts: (i) the spontaneous reaction must be
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accounted for, as catalysis refers to its acceleration17; (ii) the substrate does not necessarily
have to be in excess to the catalyst, as it is for instance of interest when studying some
biochemical reactions18–20 or autocatalysis21; (iii) the kinetics must not be imposed to cover
both enzymes that follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics and heterogeneous catalysts that do
not22, and more generally not to restrain a priori the design of new catalysts. In what
follows, we present our approach and show how it addresses the different questions that we
raised through analysis of several examples.

II. METHODS

A. A formal definition of catalysis

We assume a thermal bath at a constant temperature and a reaction vessel of fixed
volume. A spontaneous reaction is a thermally induced transition between two states that
differ in their composition, i.e., where some molecules S1, . . . , Sn (the reactants, collectively
denoted S) are transformed into some other molecules P1, . . . , Pm (the products, collectively
denoted P ). We define the time of the spontaneous reaction to be the mean time TS→P
to reach a final state P from an initial one S. For instance, in the simple case of a single
reactant S that converts into a product P at a given rate k0, the initial state is S, the final
state is P , and the spontaneous reaction time is TS→P = 1/k0.

The spontaneous reaction time is compared to the average time TC+S→C+P to complete
the reaction in the presence of an additional molecule C in the reaction vessel. We consider
that C catalyses the transformation of the substrate into product if the reaction is on
average faster in its presence, that is, if TC+S→C+P < TS→P , and if C is unchanged in the
process. This excludes initial and final states in which C is not present, or is interacting
with other molecules, including substrate or product molecules. To define and quantify
catalysis, we therefore propose to use the ratio TS→P /TC+S→C+P both to assess the presence
of catalysis, through TS→P /TC+S→C+P > 1, and to quantify its efficiency. This quantitative
criterion comparing two average times is consistent with the definition of catalysis given
by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), according to which a
catalyst is “a substance that increases the rate of a reaction”23. Beyond the average time to
complete a reaction, it may be of interest to consider the complete distribution of completion
times, particularly when the most probable time differs from the mean time, as illustrated
in Section III B 1, where we compare catalysis with either one or two substrates. When
considering systems with a large number of particles, however, the mean time is expected
to correspond to the most likely time.

B. Decompositions in elementary steps

As it is essential to distinguish configurations in which substrates and products are bound
to the catalyst from those where they are unbound, the simplest decomposition of the
catalytic process is into a cycle where configurations are partitioned into just three states:
an initial state where the substrates S and the catalyst C are unbound, an intermediate
state where they are interacting, and a final state where the products P are not bound to
the catalyst. For example, a model widely used in enzymology and which serves as a basis
to derive Michaelis-Menten kinetics24 is that of a Markov model with an intermediate state
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CS that is reached from an unbound state C + S at a rate k1 and left either back to C + S
at a rate k−1 or towards C + P at a rate k2, as represented by

C + S k1⇌
k−1

CS
k2Ð→ C + P. (1)

More generally, Markov models with a larger number of intermediate states are commonly
introduced in studies of catalysis11.

Decomposing a catalytic process as a Markov chain rests on a major assumption of
separation of time scales between the time to transition between states and the time spent
in the states, with local equilibration within each state so that memory of previous states
is lost. Under this assumption, the transitions are quantified by rates, corresponding to
exponential distributions of dwelling times within each state. But such an assumption is
not necessarily valid. First, binding and unbinding events involving diffusion are described
as Markov processes only under a mean-field approximation that may not be justified. In
particular, the mass action kinetics that underlies the definition of a single state C+S breaks
down in low-dimensions25. Even in three dimensions, rates may fail to describe transitions
between intermediate states when they involve the restricted diffusion of part of a molecule.
Second, the number and nature of intermediate states may be unknown9.

A more general framework is that of semi-Markov processes, also known as Markov re-
newal processes26. The only essential assumption of semi-Markov processes is a separation
of time scales to define states, with dwelling times within states that are not necessarily
exponentially distributed. Each state i has a distribution of dwelling times P(τi) in addition
to probabilities pi→j to transition to other states j ≠ i once this dwelling time is over. We
will develop our formalism in this broader context. In contrast to a decomposition into a
Markov process, the decomposition of a catalytic cycle into a semi-Markov process is not
unique and, as such, may be more or less informative. In particular, unknown states of a
Markov process may be collected in different ways in fewer states to define a coarse-grained
semi-Markov process. Below, we thus present a minimal decomposition with a single inter-
mediate state, which we denote C ⋅⋅S, that allows us to give general conditions. The more
states that are known, however, the more information, in the form of constraints, may be
derived.

III. RESULTS

A. Single molecule catalysis

To show how these informative constraints can be derived, we start by studying a uni-
molecular spontaneous reaction S → P that proceeds at a rate k0. For simplicity, we first
consider a closed vessel containing a single substrate S and a single catalyst C. Applying our
approach, we derive necessary and sufficient kinetic conditions on the elementary processes
of the cycles for C to catalyze the spontaneous reaction. The restrictions on the nature of
the spontaneous reaction and the number of molecules will be lifted in the next sections.

1. Markovian catalytic cycles

Under the above assumptions, the most basic catalytic cycle comprises only one inter-
mediate state denoted as CS, which is accessible from either the unbound states C + S or
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C + P and can also transition back to those states. Graphically, the cycle is represented as

C + S C + P

CS

k1

k0

k−0

k−2k−1

k2 (2)

with k+n denoting the forward rate of an elementary reaction and k−n its reverse rate.
Given that we consider the mean first-passage time TC+S→C+P from the initial state to the
absorbing state C+P , the transitions with rates k−0 and k−2 can be ignored and an equivalent
representation is

C + P k0←Ð C + S k1⇌
k−1

CS
k2Ð→ C + P, (3)

where C + P is repeated on both sides. The mean first-passage time from C + S to C + P
can then be written in terms of the elementary rates (see Supporting Information V A) as

TC+S→C+P = k1 + k−1 + k2
k0k−1 + k0k2 + k1k2

. (4)

or, to highlight constraints,

TC+S→C+P = TS→P + ρcat(Tcat − TS→P ) (5)

with TS→P = 1/k0, Tcat = 1/k2 and

ρcat =
1

1 + (1 + k−1/k2)k0/k1
. (6)

By our criterion, catalysis takes place if and only if TC+S→C+P < TS→P , which, by Eq. (5),
is the case if and only if ρcat > 0 and Tcat < TS→P . In terms of the elementary rates, this
requires that (i) k1 > 0, simply meaning that it is possible for the substrate to bind the
catalyst, and (ii) k2 > k0, meaning that the transformation of the substrate into product on
the catalyst and its release from the catalyst are overall faster than the spontaneous reaction.
In particular, the presence of catalysis is independent of k−1 and of the magnitude of k1,
which only needs to be non-zero. These conditions are partly counter-intuitive. Naively, one
may expect that for catalysis to take place every step forward process along the catalytic
cycle must be faster than the spontaneous reaction. We find here that it is not the case,
and that k1 may take any value. This can be understood by noting that when a putative
catalyst is present, the substrate has two pathways: it can either undergo the spontaneous
reaction or proceed through the potential catalytic route. If the first pathway is taken, no
delay is possibly incurred and only if the second pathway is taken must we ensure that no
additional time is spent relative to the spontaneous reaction (k2 > k0). If this condition
is not satisfied, the catalysts turns into an inhibitor that slows down the completion of
the reaction. ρcat represents the probability to take the catalytic pathway, and, maybe
also counterintuitively, this probability may be arbitrarily small, meaning that the reaction
mostly occur spontaneously, without preventing catalysis to occur, although possibly only
marginally.

However, while the presence of catalysis is independent of the values of k1 and k−1,
the efficiency of catalysis certainly depends on these quantities. In particular, in the limit
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k1 → 0, catalysis becomes negligible (TC+S→C+P → TS→P = 1/k0), while it is maximal in the
limit k1 → ∞ (TC+S→C+P → Tcat = 1/k2). In any case, the rates k−0 and k−2 that describe
the rates at which state C + P is left are irrelevant, since we consider only the first time at
which C + P is reached.

The calculation can easily be extended to cases where catalysis involves a series of N
intermediate Markovian states of the form

C + P k0←Ð C + S k1⇌
k−1

CS1

k2⇌
k−2

. . .
kN⇌
k−N

CSN
kN+1ÐÐ→ C + P (7)

In this case, we may again write

TC+S→C+P = TS→P + ρcat(Tcat − TS→P ) (8)

with

Tcat =
N−1
∑
n=0

N−n
∑
i=1

(
n

∏
j=1

k−(i+j)
ki+j

) 1

ki+n+1
(9)

and

ρcat =
1

1 + (1 + θk−1/k2)k0/k1
(10)

where the variables Tcat and θ are functions of all the rates k±i with i > 1, with the exception
of the rate k−(N+1) that describes the rate at which the final state C+P is left. In particular,
with one intermediate state (N = 1), Tcat = 1/k2 and θ = 1, leading back to Eq. (6). With
two intermediate states (N = 2), Tcat = 1/k2 + 1/k3 + k−2/(k2k3) and θ = 1 + k−2/k3; because
of the reversibility of the transitions between states, Tcat is longer Tcat > 1/k2 + 1/k3; more
generally, Tcat > ∑N+1i=2 1/ki.

From Eq. (8), we obtain necessary conditions for catalysis that generalize those obtained
with a single intermediate state: the first step must occur at a non zero rate (k1 > 0) and the
following steps must each be faster than the spontaneous reaction (ki > k0 for i ≥ 2). While
the value of k−1 is again irrelevant for the definition of catalysis, this is not the case for the
elementary rates k−i for 2 ≤ i ≤ N : the conditions ki > k0 for i ≥ 2 are necessary, although
not sufficient. The necessary and sufficient condition is that Tcat < TS→P and ρcat > 0, where
Tcat and ρcat depend on the reverse rates k−i for 2 ≤ i ≤ N .

2. Identification of favorable conditions

Eq. (9) indicates that setting to zero all reverse rates k−n with n > 0 effectively reduces
Tcat; this reflects the fact that, for catalytic cycles with a single loop, it is always favorable
to operate in conditions where the backward transitions are suppressed9. Here we illustrate
how this may be achieved by considering reactions that are irreversible or by removing
products as they are made.

As an illustration of the benefit of irreversible reactions, consider for instance a catalytic
process with two intermediate states, C + P ← C + S ⇌ CS ⇌ CP → C + P . The condition

for catalysis Tcat < TS→P can be rewritten

1

kCS→CP
+ 1

kCP→C+P
+ kCP→CS
kCS→CPkCP→C+P

< 1

kS→P
. (11)
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The first two terms correspond to conditions on the elementary forward rates while the third
one involves an additional constraint on the reverse reaction. This third constraint vanishes
when the reverse reaction on the catalyst is irreversible, that is when kCP→CS = 0, which is
expected when the spontaneous reaction is itself irreversible, kP→S = 0.

When designing a catalyst for a reaction with a forward rate kS→P , we may therefore
first identify necessary conditions to catalyze an irreversible reaction with the same forward
rate, which is generally easier. Catalysts for the reversible reaction must indeed necessarily
satisfy those conditions as well.

As an illustration of the benefit of product removal, consider a reaction S → P1 +P2 and
a catalytic scheme C + P ← C + S ⇌ CS ⇌ CP1 + P2 → C + P1 +P2. Here the backward rate

CP1 + P2 → CS can effectively be eliminated by removing P2 from the system as soon as it
is formed. This also makes catalysis easier and, again, a catalyst under conditions where
the products remain in the reaction vessel must be a catalyst under conditions where the
products are immediately removed.

These simple considerations provide insights into the conditions that are most favorable
to catalysis.

3. Beyond Markov chains

Can we extend Eq. (5) to decompositions of catalytic processes where we lack specific
information about the potential configurations that C and S might assume upon being close
to each other, or when these configurations do not constitute Markovian states, meaning
we cannot assume they are independent of prior configurations? To do so, we introduce
a transitional state C ⋅⋅S that defines a boundary between interacting and non-interacting
substrate-catalyst pairs, with a catalytic process described by

C + P ← {C + S}⇌ C ⋅⋅S → {CS}→ C + P. (12)

Here C ⋅⋅S represents a state where C and S are just about to interact, while {CS} gathers all
other configurations where they interact and {C+S} those where they do not interact. Braces
are introduced to indicate that these configurations do not generally define a “state”, in the
sense of a set of configurations that are equivalent as far as future transitions are concerned,
as it is the case when considering a Markov chain. The arrows indicate possible transitions
and C +P denotes the final configurations where the product is formed and dissociated from
the catalyst. In this setting, Eq. (5) still provides a decomposition of the mean first-passage
time from an initial configuration (C +S)0 to any of the final configurations C +P but with
Tcat representing the mean time to reach C + P from C ⋅⋅S when taking the route via {CS}
and with ρcat = p0q/(1 − (1 − q)p), where p0 is the probability to reach C ⋅⋅S from the initial
configuration (C + S)0, q the probability to go towards {CS} rather than {C + S} once in
C ⋅⋅S and p the probability to come back to C ⋅⋅S given that the path towards {C + S} was
taken (Supporting Information V B). Formally, the same necessary and sufficient conditions
for catalysis then apply, namely Tcat < TS→P and ρcat > 0.

This generalization provides an example of necessary conditions for catalysis given a non-
Markovian decomposition of the catalytic cycle. It also addresses cases where the mecha-
nisms of catalysis are unknown, since Eq. (12) makes no assumption on the presence of
intermediate states. In practice, C ⋅⋅S consists of configurations where C and S are at given
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distance just above their interactions range. Remarkably, we need not distinguish configu-
rations within {C + S} or {CS}. In particular, we need not distinguish unbound states as
a function of the distance between C and S. Instead, all the relevant information can be
encapsulated into the probability and the mean time for the system to come back to C ⋅⋅S
after leaving it (Supporting Information V B). This decomposition can then be used to limit
the analysis to a volume of same dimension, where configurations in {C + S} are effectively
excluded. These configurations are indeed irrelevant to the computation of Tcat. This is for
instance convenient in the context of molecular dynamics simulations where the time spent
in {C + S} is otherwise wasted

It is also of interest to consider situations where additional information is available that
allows for a more detailed description of catalysis than Eq. (12), although still not neces-
sarily in the form of a Markov chain. For instance, catalysis may be known to follow a
sequence of states C + P ← C + S ⇌ CS1 ⇌ ⋯ ⇌ CSN → C + P described by a semi-Markov

chain where the time spent in each state C + S or CSi is not necessarily described by an
exponential distribution, as it is the case for Markov chains. In this case, we may generalize
the necessary (but not sufficient) conditions obtained for Markov chains (ki > k0 for i ≥ 2)
to TCSi−1→CSi/CSi−2

< TS→P for each i ≥ 2, where CSi−1 → CSi/CSi−2 indicates that we are
considering the first passage from CSi−1 to CSi when accessing CSi−2 is excluded (with
CS0 = C + S when i = 2).

The previous extensions of Eq. (5) apply to a single substrate S, a single (candidate)
catalyst C, and assume a spontaneous reaction S → P described by a single rate k0. Beyond
this case, it does not apply without further assumptions. For instance, if the spontaneous
reaction proceeds through intermediate states, no state C ⋅⋅S can generally be defined (Sup-
porting Information V B).

Difficulties also arise when considering multi-molecular reactions, e.g., S + S → P , as ex-
tending the definition of C ⋅⋅S to these reactions is not straightforward. In practice, however,
it may be possible to make additional assumptions. For example, C +S+S ⇌ C ⋅S+S ⇌ CS2

may be described by a Markov chain and only CS2 → {CS2} → C + P may require a non-
Markovian description.

4. Application to reactions with bimolecular substrates and products

Conditions on elementary steps are more subtle when catalysis is not described by a cycle
with a single loop but by a graph comprising several loops. This occurs for instance when
considering the spontaneous reaction the association of two monomers into a dimer or the
dissociation of a dimer into two free monomers. In these cases, six states may typically be
defined by the number of bonds formed between a catalyst C, the two monomers, and the
dimer. As shown in Fig. 1, these states are part of a graph that contains two loops. In the
first loop, a spontaneous reaction can occur while only one particle of the substrate is bound
to the catalyst, whereas the second loop describes the catalyzed reaction.

Consider for illustration the case of the dissociation reaction (Fig. 1B) which we stud-
ied previously in the context of colloidal particles9. Assuming that the mean time for a
spontaneous reaction is exponentially distributed (or, even more simply, that the entire
process is Markovian), we can apply Eq. (5) on both loops to compute the mean time to
form the product in the presence of the catalyst, TC+S→C+2P (Supporting Information V C).
The necessary and sufficient conditions for catalysis take their simplest simple form if the
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C + S

C ⋅ S

C:S

C + 2PC + 2S

C:P

C + P

C ⋅S

C ⋅S2

+ S C ⋅P C ⋅P+ P

C ⋅P2

A- Catalysis of Dimerization B- Catalysis of Dissociation

Spontaneous reaction

Fast “enough”

Faster than spontaneous reaction

No condition

Kinetic conditions on forward rates

FIG. 1: Examples of decomposition of catalytic processes into graphs with multiple loops. A. Catal-

ysis of dimer formation. B. Catalysis of dimer dissociation. The steps corresponding to a sponta-

neous reaction are indicated in blue and each forward step that must be faster than the spontaneous

reaction is indicated in red. Steps indicated in orange must also be fast enough, although not nec-

essarily faster than the spontaneous reaction.

product -the monomers in that case of a dissociation reaction- is removed upon forming.
Let indeed ρ0 be the probability to reach C + 2P from C + S through C ⋅S rather than
through the direct transition C + S → C + 2P and let ρ1 be the probability to reach
C ⋅P from C ⋅S through C ∶S rather than through the direct transition C ⋅S → C ⋅P + P .
We may again write TC+S→2P = TS→2P + ρcat(Tcat − TS→2P ) with this time ρcat = ρ0ρ1 and
Tcat = TC ∶S→C ⋅P+P /C ⋅S + ρ−11 TC ⋅P→C+P /C ⋅S. Necessary and sufficient conditions are therefore
ρ0 > 0, ρ1 > 0 and Tcat < TS→P . The later implies the following necessary conditions:
TC ∶S→C ⋅P2/C ⋅S < TS→P , TC ⋅P2→C ⋅P+P /C ∶S < TS→P and TC ⋅P+P→C+2P < TS→P . Note, however, that
TC+S→C ⋅S < TS→P is not a necessary condition, nor is TC ⋅S→C ∶S/C+S < TS→P , but while catalysis
can occur for arbitrary values of TC+S→C ⋅S, the transition C ⋅S → C ∶S is constrained as it
enters ρ1 which is itself part of Tcat. This case applies to the problem of catalyzing the
dissociation of a dimer outlined in the introduction9. It provides another example where
a forward step along a catalytic path needs not be faster than the spontaneous reaction,
here arising from the fact that the catalytic process is decomposed into a graph with several
loops.

B. Beyond single molecules

We have considered so far an initial situation with a single catalyst and a single substrate.
This condition is particularly interesting to design catalysts, as it has the lowest number
of degrees of freedom, facilitating both calculations of first passage times and numerical
simulations. This raises, however, question of whether this is necessarily the most favorable
condition for catalysis. We provide an example showing that it is not necessarily the case:
a molecule C can accelerate the formation of the product in the presence of multiple sub-
strates when it does not in the presence of a single one. We will see that for unimolecular
reactions, such conclusion can be directly drawn from studying a single catalyst and a single
substrate provided we go beyond mean first-passage times Tcat = E[tcat] to consider the full
distribution of first-passage times P[tcat]. Moreover, the presence of additional molecules,
either substrates, catalysts, or products, may also turn a catalyst into an inhibitor. As
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nCC + nSS nCC + (nS − 1)S + P

CS

(nC − 1)C + (nS − 1)S
+

2CS

(nC − 2)C + (nS − 2)S
+

CS

(nC − 1)C + (nS − 2)S + P
+

2CS

(nC − 2)C + (nS − 3)S + P
+

FIG. 2: Possible decomposition of the catalytic cycle for an unimolecular reaction starting with

ns substrates S and nc molecules C. In the extended definition of catalysis presented in the main

text, the final state is any of the states on the right. Blue horizontal arrows represent spontaneous

reactions, with the first one being the fastest of them all (with ns substrates). Red diagonal arrows

represent catalytic reactions.

before, in this section we assume temperature and volume to be fixed so that the reaction
rate constants do not change with time, and increasing the number of molecules increases
their concentration.

1. Necessary conditions for catalysis with multiple S and C

We first consider the substrate to be unimolecular and the reaction to proceed in a single
step. For an initial condition consisting of ns substrates S, nc molecules C, and no product
P , a generic decomposition of the catalytic cycle into elementary processes is represented
in Fig. 2. As there are multiple substrates and catalysts in the system, one substrate can
be transformed into a product while other substrates are either free, or interacting with
catalysts. Thus, it is of interest to relax our original definition of catalysis and consider
the mean time to form the first free product irrespectively of the other molecules, i.e.,
TncC+nsS→X+P where X represents all molecules other than a product P . These are all of the
states in the right column of Fig. 2. As this encompasses the case where all the molecules
C are not interacting with other molecules – as per our original definition – the necessary
conditions that we shall obtain under this extended definition also apply to the original one.

The possible final states on the right side of Fig. 2 are reached through either a sponta-
neous reaction (horizontal blue arrows) or a catalyzed reaction (diagonal red arrows). As-
suming the spontaneous reactions to be independent of each other, the mean time at which

the first of ns spontaneous reactions is completed is TnsS→P+(ns−1)S = E[min(t(1)S→P , . . . , t
(ns)
S→P )]

where t
(q)
S→P denotes a random variable for the time of completion of the spontaneous reac-

tion in the presence of a single substrate, such that TS→P = E[t(q)S→P ] for any q. A necessary
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FIG. 3: Example of a molecule C that catalyzes the formation of a product P starting with two

substrates S but not with a single substrate. A. We consider a situation where k−3 ≪ k+3 ≪ k+2 so

that once a molecule C has bound a substrate S, it has a small chance to trap the substrate in the

long-lived out-of-cycle intermediate C1S. The mean time to form a product when the initial state

contains only one substrate is longer in the presence of C than that without it, E[tS→P ] < E[tcat],

where tS→P is the random variable for the time to complete the spontaneous reaction without

catalyst and tcat for reaching C + P from CS when a back transition to C + S is excluded. B.

On the contrary, it is faster to form a product in the presence of C if the system is initialized

with two substrates, E[min(tcat, tS→P )] < E[min(t
(1)
S→P , t

(2)
S→P )]. C. In this case, the probability

density P[tcat] is the sum of two exponentials, one controlled by k+2 that dominates at small times

and the other controlled by k−3 that dominates at long times (Supporting Information V D). As a

consequence, the necessary condition for catalysis is fulfilled with two substrate molecules but not

with one. The graph illustrates the case where k+2 /k
+
0 = 10, k+3 /k

+
0 = 10−1 and k−3 /k

+
0 = 10−3.

condition for catalysis is that one of the transitions from the left column to the right column
in Fig. 2 is, on average, faster than the spontaneous reaction with ns substrates (top blue
arrow). Formally, this condition implies that there must exist an r ≥ 1 for which

E[min(t(1)S→P , . . . , t
(ns−r)
S→P , t

(1)
cat, . . . , t

(r)
cat)] < E[min(t(1)S→P , . . . , t

(ns)
S→P )] (13)

where t
(q)
cat is the random variable whose mean is Tcat = E[t(q)cat]. This necessary criterion

involves only the distributions of tS→P and tcat defined for a single substrate and a single
catalyst. But as transitions within the first column of Fig. 2 must also be considered, it is
not a sufficient condition for catalysis.

The distributions tS→P and tcat are not necessarily exponential; if they are, however,
the necessary condition Eq. (13) reduces to ((ns − r)T −1

S→P + rT −1
cat)−1 < (nsT −1

S→P )−1, i.e.,
Tcat < TS→P , the necessary condition for catalysis in the presence of a single substrate. On
the other hand, if the distributions are not exponential, a molecule C may not be a catalyst
in a single copy with a single substrate but becomes one when in nc copies in the presence
of ns substrates. An illustration is provided by the Markovian catalytic cycle represented
in Fig. 3. In this example, we have E[tcat] > E[tS→P ] due to the presence of an inactive
out-of-cycle intermediate of the cycle that can trap the substrate S with a small probability
but for a long time. However, when the system is initialized with two substrates, we find

E[min(tcat, tS→P )] < E[min(t(1)S→P , t
(2)
S→P )]. This is because either the reaction proceeds very
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quickly through the catalyst, or, if it does not, with one of the two substrates binding to the
catalyst and getting trapped in the out-of-cycle intermediate, because the other substrate
can still spontaneously react. This is therefore an example where the reaction is on average
faster with C in the reaction vessel when there are two substrates compared to when a single
substrate is present.

2. Efficiency of catalysis with multiple S, multiple C, or multiple P

How the presence of multiple substrates, catalysts, or products affects catalysis also
depends on the nature of the spontaneous reaction, as we illustrate here with three types
of spontaneous reactions: with unimolecular substrate and product, with a bimolecular
product, and with a bimolecular substrate. In order to develop intuition, we vary successively
the number of substrates, the number of catalysts, or the number of products individually,
while keeping the other two fixed. In this case, it is also easy to analytically compute
the mean time to form the first product (see an example of formal derivation in Supporting
Information V E). We discuss the transformation of multiple substrates by multiple catalysts
in the next section.

We start by considering the effect of increasing the number nc of catalysts in the presence
of a single substrate, ns = 1. Examples of mean time to form the first product are shown in
Fig. 4A (see details in Supporting Information V E). For unimolecular reactions, adding more
catalysts in the reaction vessel increases the probability that the substrate meets a catalyst
before spontaneously reacting. Thus, if C is a catalyst when nc = 1, then the catalytic
efficiency increases with nc, while if it is an inhibitor, then the efficiency decreases (Fig. 4A).
This is unlike the case of reactions with multi-molecular products (e.g., S → P + P ) or/and
multi-molecular substrates (e.g., S + S → P ) where catalytic efficiency eventually decreases
for large enough nc, up to a point where any catalyst is turned into an inhibitor. When
the product is multi-molecular, an excess of catalysts indeed causes any released molecule
of the product (P ) to bind to a catalyst, which hinders the joint release of all product’s
molecules (2P ). With multi-molecular substrates, an excess of catalysts causes the different
substrates (2S) to bind to different catalysts, which hinders their joint interaction with the
same catalyst. As illustrated in Fig. 4A, the dependence of catalytic activity on the number
nc of catalysts can be non-monotonic as a small increase in the number of catalysts may
favor the association of the substrate to a catalyst.

The inhibitory effects of large concentrations of catalysts are mitigated when the binding
of different substrates and products to the catalyst is sequential (Supporting Information
V E). Notably, when considering a single substrate (ns = 1), for none of the four reactions
studied in Fig. 4 does a molecule C that is not a catalyst in single copy (nc = 1) becomes
one when present in multiple copies (nc > 1, see Supporting Information V E). This justifies
studying a single catalyst in these cases.

Varying the number ns of substrates in the presence of a single catalyst (nc = 1) can also
lead to non-monotonic effects. In the limit of a large number of substrates, the products
most likely arise through a spontaneous reaction and the catalytic efficiency is marginal
(Fig. 4B). Catalytic efficiency may vary non-monotonically with the number of substrate for
different reasons; for example, because of a non-exponential distribution of tcat (as in Fig. 3),
or because the spontaneous reaction scales non-linearly with the number of substrates (as
for reactions with bimolecular substrates). We note that for none of the reactions without
an out-of-cycle intermediate studied in Fig. 4 does a molecule C that is not a catalyst with
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FIG. 4: Illustration of the effect of having multiple substrates or multiple catalysts in the reaction

vessel on the efficiency of catalysis. We consider four types of spontaneous reactions: with a

unimolecular substrate and product (green and red with no out-of-cycle intermediate or with one,

respectively), with a bimolecular product (yellow), and with a bimolecular substrate (blue). A.

Catalytic efficiency with one substrate (ns = 1) and an increasing number of catalysts nc. With

unimolecular substrates, if C is initially a catalyst, catalytic efficiency increases with the number

of catalysts. For reactions with bimolecular products and/or substrates, adding more catalysts can

be detrimental and eventually transforms a catalyst into an inhibitor (TS→P /TncC+S→ncC+P < 1).

B. Catalytic efficiency with one catalyst (nc = 1) and an increasing number of substrates ns. Here,

we extend our original definition and compute the mean time to make the first product irrespective

of whether catalysts are still interacting with other substrates , TncC+nsS→X+P , where X represents

all molecules other than a product P . For all four types of reactions, in the limit of a large number

of substrates, the products most likely arise through a spontaneous reaction. The values of the

reaction rates are detailed in Supporting Information V E.

a single substrate (ns = 1) become one in the presence of multiple substrates (for ns > 1, see
Supporting Information V E). This justifies studying a single substrate in these cases.

In the presence of multiple products, extra states must be considered in which molecules
C are bound to product molecules. Consistent with the general intuition that such product
inhibition can only be detrimental, catalysis occurs in the presence of multiple products only
if it occurs with no products (Supporting Information V F). An initial absence of products is
therefore always most favorable for catalysis and, as we noted earlier, it is also advantageous
to remove products as they are produced.

3. Catalysis of multiple substrates

We have focused so far on the time to make the first product, but the same principles apply
when considering the time to make the first np > 1 products out of ns substrates that are
initially present. Indeed, representing the catalytic cycle as in Fig. 5A, we can derive a series
of necessary conditions of the form of Eq. (13) (see Supporting Information V G). We find
also the same patterns of dependency on the number of substrates and catalysts: as more
substrate molecules need to be transformed, the catalytic efficiency eventually decreases,
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clarity. The spontaneous reaction is assumed to be irreversible, and products are removed upon

forming. B. Gillespie simulations: mean time to form ns products from ns substrates and nc
catalysts. We recover the same dependency on the number of substrates and catalysts as in Fig. 4

for the case of unimolecular reactions: as more substrate molecules need to be transformed, the

catalytic efficiency eventually decreases, and adding more catalysts is always beneficial.

and, for unimolecular reactions, adding more catalysts is always beneficial, as illustrated in
Fig. 5B.

C. Relation to Michaelis-Menten kinetics

Mean first-passage times are known to provide an alternative derivation of Michaelis-
Menten kinetics in enzymology27,28, which is useful to analyze single-molecule experiments29

or to understand theoretically what controls enzyme30. We explain here how the mean first-
passage time TMM defined in this context is related but different from the mean first-passage
time TC+S→C+P introduced in this work.

This is most simply explained in the case where catalysis is described by a Markov chain
with a single intermediate state CS, as considered in Sec. III A 1. In enzymology, this
scheme is usually studied under the assumptions that the spontaneous reaction is negligible,

in which case it is written C + S k1⇌
k−1

CS
k2Ð→ C + P . The concentration [S] of substrates is

also assumed to much larger than the concentration [C] of catalysts. The focus is then on
the rate of product formation given by

vMM = d[P ]
dt

= kcat[S][C]
KM + [S] (14)

with kcat = k2 and KM = (k−1 + k2)/k̄1. Here k̄1 is the second-order rate constant of the
transition C + S → CS. vMM can also be obtained as a mean first-passage time TMM from
C + S to C + P as vMM = [C]/TMM when viewing C + S ⇌ CS Ð→ C + P as describing the

conversion into product of one of the many available substrates by one particular enzyme27.
In this context, k1 is a pseudo-first-order rate constant giving the rate per catalyst at which
the complex CS is produced from C + S, related to k̄1 by k1 = k̄1[S].
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In our approach, we take the point of the view of a substrate rather than the point of view
of a catalyst, which allows us to make a comparison with the spontaneous reaction. In this
context, k1 = k̄1/V if considering a single catalyst, or k1 = k̄1[C] if considering many more
catalysts than substrates. Here k̄1 is the same second-order rate as above and V denotes
the volume of the reaction vessel.

Comparing the expressions for kcat and KM in enzymology and those of Tcat and ρcat in
our approach, we verify that kcat = 1/Tcat and that the probability of encountering ρcat is
closely related to kcat/KM . Eq. (6) indeed indicates that ρ−1cat − 1 = [(k−1 + k2)/k1](k0/k2) =
(KM/kcat)(k0/V ). To make a more general connection between the two approaches, we can
rewrite Eq. (5) as

TS→P
TC+S→C+P

= 1 + TS→P /Tcat − 1

1 + (ρ−1cat − 1)TS→P /Tcat
. (15)

Assuming the spontaneous reaction to be negligible, TS→P = 1/k0 ≪ Tcat = 1/k2, and using
the expression for ρcat, we obtain

1

TC+S→C+P
≃ k2

1 + (k−1 + k2)/k1
= kcat

1 +KMV
. (16)

when considering a single substrate in the presence of a single catalyst, or 1/TC+S→C+P =
kcat[C]/(KM + [C]) when considering a single substrate in the presence of many catalysts.

Since Tcat = 1/kcat, our criterion for catalysis Tcat < TS→P reads kcat > k0 in the language of
Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The ratio kcat/k0 used by Wolfenden and collaborators to com-
pare a catalyzed reaction to a spontaneous one12 therefore corresponds to TS→P /TC+S→C+P
in the saturation limit where ρcat → 1 or KM → 0.

IV. CONCLUSION

Motivated by the computational design of a minimal catalyst in the realm of colloids with
programmable interactions9, we studied several questions related to the kinetics of catalysis.
First, we addressed the question of assessing the presence of catalysis, for which we propose
to compare the mean first-passage times from substrate(s) to product(s) in absence and in
the presence of the candidate catalyst: a substance is a catalyst if the reaction is faster
on average, formally TC+S→C+P < TS→P . Second, we addressed the question of scoring the
performance of the catalyst, for which we propose to consider the ratio TS→P /TC+S→C+P
which, in the presence of catalysis, must be larger than one, that is, TS→P /TC+S→C+P > 1.
These quantities depend not only on the intrinsic properties of the catalyst but also on
the extrinsic conditions under which catalysis is analyzed. In particular, we illustrated in
several examples how it depends on the presence of multiple substrates, products or/and
catalysts. We showed that it is not sufficient to analyze a single substrate and a single
catalyst, although notable exceptions exist, including unimolecular single-step reactions.
We also identified conditions that are more favorable to catalysis: if a substance is not a
catalyst under these conditions, it is not a catalyst under other conditions. They include
considering an irreversible spontaneous reaction with an equivalent forward rate or removing
every product as soon as it is formed.

We showed how necessary conditions for catalysis can be derived from the analysis of a
decomposition of the catalytic cycle into elementary steps. In the simplest cases, this de-
composition takes the form of a Markov chain. While overall the reaction must be completed
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faster in the presence of the catalyst, it is not always necessary for every forward step along
the cycle to be faster than the spontaneous reaction. In particular, when considering a linear

scheme for catalysis C + S k1⇌
k−1

CS1

k2⇌
k−2

. . .
kN⇌
k−N

CSN
kN+1ÐÐ→ C + P along with the spontaneous

reaction S
k0Ð→ P , it is required that the forward rates ki satisfy ki > k0 for i ≥ 2 but no

such constraint applies to k1. Constraints on forward rates can take more relaxed forms
when the elementary steps are not organized into a single cycle but instead in a graph with
multiple loops. This happens for instance when the spontaneous reaction involves multiple
substrates or multiple products. Informative necessary conditions on catalysis can also be
derived when the decomposition of the catalytic cycle is not described by a Markov chain,
although not without restrictive assumptions.

While motivated by the design of catalysts for experiments in soft-matter physics, our
approach involves only the kinetics of catalysis and therefore has a broader scope. As we
have shown, it is closely related to, although different, from quantifications of catalysis used
in enzymology27,28. The main difference is that we focus on the fate of a substrate rather
than on the fate of a catalyst. This point of view is required to account for the spontaneous
reaction, even in the presence of a catalyst. While the spontaneous reaction is typically
negligible in the context of enzymes, a reference to the spontaneous reaction is essential
both to define catalysis and to study it in conditions where catalytic efficiency is either
poor or unknown, as it is for instance the case in experiments to design non-enzymatic
autocatalysts31. Our approach should therefore find applications to the design and study of
catalysts beyond our original case study9.
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V. SUPPORTING INFORMATION

A. Markovian catalytic cycles

The simplest catalytic cycle is Markovian, and comprises only one intermediate state
denoted as CS, which is accessible from either the unbound states C + S or C + P and can
also transition back to those states. Graphically, the cycle is represented as

C + S C + P

CS

k1

k0

k−0

k−2k−1

k2 (17)

with k+n denoting the forward rate of an elementary reaction and k−n its reverse rate. Given
that we consider the mean first-passage time TC+S→C+P from the initial state C + S to the
absorbing state C+P , the transitions with rates k−0 and k−2 can be ignored and an equivalent
representation is

C + P k0←Ð C + S k1⇌
k−1

CS
k2Ð→ C + P, (18)

where C + P is repeated on both sides.

When in C+S, the mean time before any transition is TC+S = 1/(k0+k1), the probability to
transition to CS is pC+S→CS = k1/(k0+k1) and the probability to transition directly to C +P
is pC+S→C+P = 1− pC+S→CS = k0/(k0 + k1)1. Similarly, when in CS, the mean time before any
transition is TCS = 1/(k2+k−1), the probability to transition to C+P is pCS→C+P = k2/(k2+k−1)
and the probability to transition back to C +S is pCS→C+S = k−1/(k2+k−1). In terms of these
quantities, the mean first-passage time from C + S to C + P , denoted TC+S→C+P , can be
expressed as a function of the mean first-passage time from CS to C + P , denoted TCS→CP
as2,3:

TC+S→C+P = TC+S + pC+S→CSTCS→C+P (19)

TCS→C+P = TCS + pCS→C+STC+S→C+P , (20)

i.e.,

TC+S→C+P = 1

k0 + k1
+ k1
k0 + k1

TCS→C+P (21)

TCS→C+P = 1

k1 + k2
+ k−1
k1 + k2

TC+S→C+P , (22)

Solving these equations lead to an explicit expression of TC+S→C+P as a function of the
elementary rates:

TC+S→C+P = k1 + k−1 + k2
k0k−1 + k0k2 + k1k2

. (23)

To highlight constraints, we can rewrite Eq. (23) as follows:

TC+S→C+P = TS→P + ρcat(Tcat − TS→P ), (24)
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with TS→P = 1/k0, Tcat = 1/k2 and

ρcat =
1

1 + (1 + k−1/k2)k0/k1
, (25)

where Tcat denotes the mean time to form the product once the substrate is bound to
the autocatalyst, while ρcat denotes the probability to reach C + P from C + S through the
catalytic pathway (CS → C+P ). Indeed, let p1 = k1/(k0+k1) be the probability to transition
from C + S to CS and p2 = k2/(k−1 + k2) the probability to transition from CS to C + P .
The probability to reach C + P from C + S through the CS → C + P is:

ρcat = p1 (
∞
∑
n=0

(1 − p2)npn1)p2 =
p1p2

1 − (1 − p2)p1
= 1

1 + (1 + k−1/k2)k0/k1
. (26)

where n is the number of times the back transition CS → C + S occurs.

B. General criterion for catalysis

We present here the derivation of Eq. (24) for the general case where the spontaneous
reaction S → P occurs at a given rate. A single S and a single C are considered. We
assume that a state C ⋅⋅S can be defined as a set of configurations where C and S are
not interacting and where the probability and the nature of their future interactions are
equivalent. This state defines a boundary between interacting and non-interacting systems.
The initial configuration of the system denoted (C +S)0, is assumed to be a non-interacting
configuration and the final configuration, as well the final configuration C+P . From (C+S)0,
the system may either reach C ⋅⋅S by diffusion or reach C + P through the spontaneous
reaction S → P . Once in C ⋅⋅S, C and S may either move apart to C ⋅⋅S+ or move closer to
C ⋅⋅S−, where C ⋅⋅S+ and C ⋅⋅S− represent configurations infinitesimally close to C ⋅⋅S. From
C ⋅⋅S+, the system may either come back to C ⋅⋅S or reach the absorbing state C +P through
a spontaneous reaction. From C ⋅⋅S−, on the other hand, it may either come back to C ⋅⋅S
or reach the absorbing state C + P through catalysis. We will compare this situation to a
situation where C ⋅⋅S+ is inaccessible, which may for instance be implemented in numerical
simulations by confining the system in a box with reflecting boundaries defined by C ⋅⋅S: the
mean time to reach C + P from C ⋅⋅S in this case is what we define as Tcat and also denote
as TC ⋅⋅S→C+P /(C+S), where /(C + S) indicates that the configurations C + S are excluded.

To derive Eq. (24) we make the following hypotheses: S → P occurs at a rate k0, (C +
S)0 → C ⋅⋅S takes a mean time T ′

(C+S)0→C ⋅⋅S and C ⋅⋅S+ → C ⋅⋅S a mean time T ′
C ⋅⋅S+→C ⋅⋅S, both

in absence of spontaneous reaction. Eq. (24) then results from combining the following three
equations which are derived below.

First, we have
T(C+S)0→C+P = p0TC ⋅S→C+P + (1 − p0)TS→P (27)

where p0 is the probability to reach C ⋅S from (C + S)0 before any spontaneous reaction
(Fig. 6).

Second, we have

TC ⋅S→C+P = qTC ⋅S→C+P /C+S + (1 − q)TC ⋅S+→C+P (28)
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<latexit sha1_base64="DtNNA1BZ6oJLYU6eXinbDERKZ9A=">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</latexit>

(C + S)0

<latexit sha1_base64="CylZhZJIS2JsuIpDRpz0nFFsfzg=">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</latexit>

(C·S)+

<latexit sha1_base64="xlJv/i6ncxYdBjIjFSEx2lHciWQ=">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</latexit>

(C·S)�

<latexit sha1_base64="LrHM4XW0YyIwsFVK1MOxlBH5ArA=">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</latexit>

C + P
<latexit sha1_base64="YHg+VoQnmZoztqRXyH16oZYTziE=">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</latexit>

(1 � q)p

<latexit sha1_base64="hcjFN0JOetXqT70BS3EQLmKs+nM=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVZKi6LLgpsuKthVqKcl0WkPzYjJRShH8Abf6aeIf6F94Z5yCWkQnJDlz7j1n5t7rp2GQScd5LVgLi0vLK8XV0tr6xuZWeXunnSW5YLzFkjARV76X8TCIeUsGMuRXqeBe5Ie844/PVLxzy0UWJPGlnKS8F3mjOBgGzJNEXaR9p1+uOFVHL3seuAZUYFYzKb/gGgMkYMgRgSOGJBzCQ0ZPFy4cpMT1MCVOEAp0nOMeJdLmlMUpwyN2TN8R7bqGjWmvPDOtZnRKSK8gpY0D0iSUJwir02wdz7WzYn/znmpPdbcJ/X3jFRErcUPsX7pZ5n91qhaJIU51DQHVlGpGVceMS667om5uf6lKkkNKnMIDigvCTCtnfba1JtO1q956Ov6mMxWr9szk5nhXt6QBuz/HOQ/atap7XHXOjyr1mhl1EXvYxyHN8wR1NNBEi7xHeMQTnq2GFVu5dfeZahWMZhfflvXwAfUOkAw=</latexit> p0

<latexit sha1_base64="yZYqOTwXUlllNdIF4Kb7CdCKdtI=">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</latexit>

1 � p0

<latexit sha1_base64="iblEiSkuzxuUU/mQa+i1iZK4Ejs=">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</latexit>q

<latexit sha1_base64="LHE6BFMNYQ8EYiw0o8ncw3An80g=">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</latexit>

(1 � q)(1 � p)

<latexit sha1_base64="DtNNA1BZ6oJLYU6eXinbDERKZ9A=">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</latexit>

(C + S)0

<latexit sha1_base64="CylZhZJIS2JsuIpDRpz0nFFsfzg=">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</latexit>

(C·S)+

<latexit sha1_base64="xlJv/i6ncxYdBjIjFSEx2lHciWQ=">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</latexit>

(C·S)�

<latexit sha1_base64="LrHM4XW0YyIwsFVK1MOxlBH5ArA=">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</latexit>

C + P

<latexit sha1_base64="hcjFN0JOetXqT70BS3EQLmKs+nM=">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</latexit> p0

<latexit sha1_base64="yZYqOTwXUlllNdIF4Kb7CdCKdtI=">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</latexit>

1 � p0

<latexit sha1_base64="iblEiSkuzxuUU/mQa+i1iZK4Ejs=">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</latexit>q

<latexit sha1_base64="2Q4xClDyPh+JZLc4jpjdnkv+iUE=">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</latexit>

C·S

<latexit sha1_base64="Q35FFjcgPjrlRJrR+nK3EKhtlfg=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwY0mKosuCmy4r2gfUIsl0WkPTJE4mSimCP+BWP038A/0L74xTUIvohCRnzr3nzNx7/SQMUuk4rzlrbn5hcSm/XFhZXVvfKG5uNdM4E4w3WBzGou17KQ+DiDdkIEPeTgT3Rn7IW/7wVMVbt1ykQRxdyHHCuyNvEAX9gHmSqHP34OaqWHLKjl72LHANKMGselx8wSV6iMGQYQSOCJJwCA8pPR24cJAQ18WEOEEo0HGOexRIm1EWpwyP2CF9B7TrGDaivfJMtZrRKSG9gpQ29kgTU54grE6zdTzTzor9zXuiPdXdxvT3jdeIWIlrYv/STTP/q1O1SPRxomsIqKZEM6o6Zlwy3RV1c/tLVZIcEuIU7lFcEGZaOe2zrTWprl311tPxN52pWLVnJjfDu7olDdj9Oc5Z0KyU3aOyc3ZYqlbMqPPYwS72aZ7HqKKGOhrkPcAjnvBs1azIyqy7z1QrZzTb+Lashw+CXo/c</latexit>

1 � q

<latexit sha1_base64="CxM9i0CHcAVVLyRumBgSIB4jth4=">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</latexit>p

<latexit sha1_base64="hmhRXRrdvR1hHyx4M9HTfzL6w+8=">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</latexit>

1 � p

<latexit sha1_base64="DtNNA1BZ6oJLYU6eXinbDERKZ9A=">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</latexit>

(C + S)0

<latexit sha1_base64="CylZhZJIS2JsuIpDRpz0nFFsfzg=">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</latexit>

(C·S)+

<latexit sha1_base64="xlJv/i6ncxYdBjIjFSEx2lHciWQ=">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</latexit>

(C·S)�

<latexit sha1_base64="LrHM4XW0YyIwsFVK1MOxlBH5ArA=">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</latexit>

C + P

<latexit sha1_base64="hcjFN0JOetXqT70BS3EQLmKs+nM=">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</latexit> p0

<latexit sha1_base64="yZYqOTwXUlllNdIF4Kb7CdCKdtI=">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</latexit>

1 � p0

<latexit sha1_base64="iblEiSkuzxuUU/mQa+i1iZK4Ejs=">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</latexit>q

<latexit sha1_base64="2Q4xClDyPh+JZLc4jpjdnkv+iUE=">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</latexit>

C·S
<latexit sha1_base64="Q35FFjcgPjrlRJrR+nK3EKhtlfg=">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</latexit>

1 � q

<latexit sha1_base64="CxM9i0CHcAVVLyRumBgSIB4jth4=">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</latexit>p <latexit sha1_base64="hmhRXRrdvR1hHyx4M9HTfzL6w+8=">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</latexit>

1 � p

<latexit sha1_base64="DtNNA1BZ6oJLYU6eXinbDERKZ9A=">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</latexit>

(C + S)0

<latexit sha1_base64="CylZhZJIS2JsuIpDRpz0nFFsfzg=">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</latexit>

(C·S)+

<latexit sha1_base64="xlJv/i6ncxYdBjIjFSEx2lHciWQ=">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</latexit>

(C·S)�

<latexit sha1_base64="LrHM4XW0YyIwsFVK1MOxlBH5ArA=">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</latexit>

C + P

<latexit sha1_base64="hcjFN0JOetXqT70BS3EQLmKs+nM=">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</latexit> p0
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FIG. 6: States in the derivation of the necessary and sufficient condition on catalysis. We consider

3 intermediate states in addition to the initial state (C + S)0 and the final absorbing state C + P .

The probabilities to transition between these states are indicated next to the arrows. The times

to transition from (C + S)0 to C ⋅S given p0 = 1, from C ⋅S+ to C ⋅S given p = 1 and from C ⋅S

to C + P given q = 1 may follow arbitrary distributions, but the times to transition from S to P

in absence of C are assumed to be exponentially distributed. The time to transition from C ⋅S

to (C ⋅S)+ given q = 0 is assumed to be negligible. The mean time T(C+S)0→C+P to reach C + P

from (C + S)0 is expressed in terms of the overall probability ρcat = p0q/(1 + (1 − q)p) to take the

catalytic (red) route and of the mean time Tcat to transition from C ⋅S to C + P given q = 1 as

T(C+S)0→C+P = TS→P +ρcat(Tcat−TS→P ) where TS→P is the mean time to reach P from S in absence

of C.

where q is the probability to reach C + P from C ⋅S without ever revisiting C ⋅S+
(Fig. 6). Here TC ⋅S→C+P /C+S could also be written TC ⋅S→C+P /C ⋅S+ and the assumption is
that TC ⋅S→C ⋅S+/(C ⋅S)− = 0.

Third, we have
TC ⋅S+→C+P = pTC ⋅S→C+P + (1 − p)TS→P (29)

where p is the probability to come back to C ⋅S after an excursion in C + S before any
spontaneous reaction (Fig. 6).

Combining these three equations leads to

T(C+S)0→C+P = ρTC ⋅S→C+P /C+S + (1 − ρ)TS→P (30)

which is equivalent to Eq. (24), with

ρ = p0q

1 − (1 − q)p. (31)

To interpret ρ, note that it may also be written

ρ =
∞
∑
n=0

p0(1 − q)npnq (32)

where the sum is over the probabilities that (C + S)0 reaches C ⋅S (factor p0), “unbind”
n times to C + S (factor (1 − q)n) and “rebinds” as many times to C ⋅S (factor pn) before
following the catalytic route towards C + P (factor q): ρ therefore represents the overall
probability to reach C + P through catalysis when starting from (C + S)0.
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1. Derivation of Eq. (27)

Consider that starting from (C+S)0 the system takes a mean time T(C+S)0 before it either
reaches C ⋅S, with probability p0, or C + P , with probability 1 − p0 so that

T(C+S)0→C+P = T(C+S)0 + p0TC ⋅S→C+P . (33)

Eq. (27) is then obtained by noting that T(C+S)0 = (1−p0)TS→P . To show this later relation,
the essential ingredient is that the spontaneous reaction occurs within a time t that is
exponentially distributed with a rate k0 such that TS→P = 1/k0. The time τ for (C + S)0
to diffuse towards C ⋅S in absence of any possible spontaneous reaction may, on the other
hand, follow an arbitrary distribution χ(τ). Under these assumptions, we have

p0 = ∫
∞

0
dτχ(τ)∫

∞

τ
dtke−kt = ∫

∞

0
dτχ(τ)e−kτ = ⟨e−kτ ⟩ (34)

were ⟨⋅⟩ denotes an average over τ based on χ(τ), and

T(C+S)0 = ∫
∞

0
dτχ(τ)∫

∞

0
dtk0e

−k0t[t1(t < τ) + τ1(τ < t)] (35)

= ⟨∫
τ

0
dt tk0e

−k0t + τ ∫
t

τ
dt k0e

−k0t⟩ = 1

k0
(1 − ⟨e−k0τ ⟩) (36)

from which it follows that T(C+S)0 = (1 − p0)TS→P .
Note that if τ is exponentially distributed with mean 1/k1 we have simply p0 = k1/(k0+k1)

and T(C+S)0 = 1/(k0 + k1) which leads directly to T(C+S)0 = (1 − p0)TS→P .

2. Derivation of Eq. (28)

Let α be the probability that when in C ⋅S the system goes towards C ⋅S− rather than
towards C ⋅S+ (in no time) and let β be the probability that when in C ⋅S− the system will
come back at least once to C ⋅S. By definition,

TC ⋅S→C+P = αTC ⋅S−→C+P + (1 − α)TC ⋅S+→C+P (37)

TC ⋅S−→C+P = β(TC ⋅S−→C ⋅S + TC ⋅S→C+P ) + (1 − β)TC ⋅S−→C+P /C ⋅S (38)

where TC ⋅S−→C+P /C ⋅S denotes the time to reach C + P from C ⋅S− without ever visiting C ⋅S.
From these equations it follows that

TC ⋅S→C+P = 1

1 − αβ (α(βTC ⋅S−→C ⋅S + (1 − β)TC ⋅S−→C+P /C ⋅S)) + (1 − α)TC ⋅S+→C+P ) . (39)

The point is that Tcat = TC ⋅S→C+P /C+S can be written in the same way but with α = 1 since
it correspond to a case where accessing C ⋅S+ is excluded,

Tcat =
1

1 − β [βTC ⋅S−→C ⋅S + (1 − β)T(C ⋅S−→C+P )/C ⋅S] (40)

This leads to

TC ⋅S→C+P = 1

1 − αβ [α(1 − β)Tcat + (1 − α)TC ⋅S+→C+P ] (41)
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which is equivalent to Eq. (29) with

q = α(1 − β)
1 − αβ = α(

∞
∑
n=0

βnαn)(1 − β) (42)

which can be interpreted as the probability to go from C ⋅S to C ⋅S− (factor α), come back
n times to C ⋅S (factor βn) and in each case immediately diffuse to C ⋅S− (factor αn) an
arbitrary number n of times (sum over n) before eventually reaching C + P (factor 1 − β),
i.e., q is the probability to reach C + P from C ⋅S without ever visiting C ⋅S+.

3. Derivation of Eq. (29)

The derivation of Eq. (29) is essentially equivalent to the derivation of Eq. (27) with a
starting point C ⋅S+ instead of (C +S)0, with p the probability to reach C ⋅S replacing p0 and
with χ(τ) now representing the distribution of times to reach C ⋅S from C ⋅S+ in absence of
any possible spontaneous reaction.

C. Catalysis for dimer dissociation

We consider here the catalytic cycle represented in Fig. 1. To derive necessary and
sufficient conditions, we start by applying Eq. (24) twice,

TC+S→C+P = (1 − ρ0)TS→P + ρ0TC ⋅S→C+P /C+S (43)

TC ⋅S→C ⋅P /C+S = (1 − ρ1)TS→P + ρ1TC ∶S→C ⋅P /C ⋅S (44)

and then relate TC ⋅S→C+P /C+S to TC ⋅S→C ⋅P /C+S by introducing γ = P(C ⋅P → C ⋅S/C + S):
TC ⋅S→C+P /C+S = TC ⋅S→C ⋅P /C+S + TC ⋅P→C+P /C+S (45)

TC ⋅P→C+P /C+S = γ(TC ⋅P→C ⋅S/C+S + TC ⋅S→C+P /C+S) + (1 − γ)TC ⋅P→C+P /C ⋅S (46)

i.e.,

TC ⋅S→C+P /C+S =
1

(1 − γ) (TC ⋅S→C ⋅P /C+S + γTC ⋅P→C ⋅S/C+S + (1 − γ)TC ⋅P→C+P /C ⋅S) (47)

All together,

TC+S→C+P = (1 − ρ0
ρ1 − γ
1 − γ )TS→P+

ρ0
1 − γ (ρ1TC ∶S→C ⋅P /C ⋅S + γTC ⋅P→C ⋅S/C+S + (1 − γ)TC ⋅P→C+P /C ⋅S)

(48)
which can also be written in the form TC+S→C+P = (1 − ρcat)TS→P + ρcatTcat with

ρcat = ρ0 (1 − 1 − ρ1
1 − γ ) = ρ0 (1 − (1 − ρ1)

∞
∑
n=0

γn) (49)

that can be interpreted as the probability for the reaction not to occur spontaneously, neither
through C + S → C + P nor through C ⋅S → C ⋅P .

When γ = 0, for instance because the reaction is irreversible, this simplifies to ρcat = ρ0ρ1
and Tcat = TC ∶S→C ⋅P /C ⋅S + ρ−11 TC ⋅P→C+P /C ⋅S and a necessary condition for catalysis is therefore
TC ∶S→C ⋅P /C ⋅S < TS→P , which implies TC ⋅S→C ∶P /C ⋅S < TS→P and TC ∶P→C ⋅P /C ∶S < TS→P . On the
other hand, there is no corresponding constraint on TC ⋅S→C ∶S/C+S. Instead, a necessary
condition on the transition C ⋅S → C ∶S takes the form ρ1 > TC ∶P→C ⋅P /C ∶S/TS→P .
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D. Example of a catalytic cycle with an out-of-cycle intermediate

Here we derive the distribution of the first passage times P[tcat] for the catalytic cycle
with an out-of-cycle intermediate presented in Fig 3, showing that when the distribution tcat
is not exponentially distributed, a molecule C that is not a catalyst in a single copy with a
single substrate may be a catalyst in a condition with nc ≥ 1 catalysts and ns ≥ 1 substrates.

The catalytic scheme and notations for the states and rates are presented in Fig 3A.
P[tcat = t] = ∂PC+P (t)/∂t where PC+P (t) is obtained by considering the probabilities to be
in each state at a function of time when starting at t = 0 from C1S and when ignoring state
C + S: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂tPCS(t) = −(k+2 + k+3 )PCS(t) + k−3PC1S(t)
∂tPC1S(t) = k+3PCS(t) − k−3PC1S(t)
∂tPC+P (t) = k+2PCS(t)

(50)

with PCS(0) = 1, PC1S(0) = 0, and PC+P (0) = 0.
The first two equations are decoupled from the third and are turned into a system of

linear equation by considering the Laplace transforms P̂ (s) = ∫
∞
0 P (t)e−st of the probability

densities P (t)4:

{sP̂CS(s) − 1 = −(k+2 + k+3 )P̂CS(s) + k−3 P̂C1S(s)
sP̂C1S(s) = k+3 P̂CS(t) − k−3 P̂C1S(t)

(51)

Solving these equations and applying the inverse Laplace transform, we obtain PC1S(t) and
finally P[tcat = t] = k+2PCS(t):

P[tcat = t] =
Ak+2
2B

((−k+2 − k+3 + k−3 +A)e−(k+2+k+3+k−3−A)t/2 − (−k+2 − k+3 + k−3 −A)e−(k+2+k+3+k−3+A)t/2)
(52)

where A =
√
−4k+2k

−
3 + (k+2 + k+3 + k−3 )2 and B = (k+2 )2 + (k+3 )2 + (k−3 )2 + 2k+2k

+
3 − 2k+2k

−
3 + 2k+3k

−
3 .

This is the probability density represented in Fig 3B.
In the limit k−3 ≪ k+2 , k

+
3 , it simplifies to

P[tcat = t] ≃ k+2 (e−(k+2+k+3 )t + k−3k
+
3

(k+2 + k+3 )2
e−k

+

2k
−

3 t/(k+2+k+3 )) (53)

and if further assuming k+3 ≪ k+2 ,

P[tcat = t] ≃ k+2 (e−k+2 t + k−3k
+
3

(k+2 )2
e−k

−

3 t) (54)

This shows that P[tcat] has two time scales: 1/k+2 at short times and 1/k−3 at long times.

E. Conditions for catalysis in the presence of multiple catalysts or multiple

substrates

We consider here the particular case where either the substrate or the catalyst is in a
single copy and show that for three elementary reactions catalysis occurs in the presence of
a single substrate and multiple catalysts or in the presence of a single catalyst and multiple
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FIG. 7: Catalytic cycles for three particular reactions: a unimolecular reaction, a reaction with

a bimolecular substrate, and another with bimolecular products. In the first row, we initiate the

systems with one substrate and one catalyst; in the second row, with one substrate and n catalysts;

in the third row, with one catalyst and n substrates. The rate ρi for each transition i is the product

of the constant reaction rate ki and the numbers of reactant(s), e.g., ρ+1 = k
+
1n[C][S].

substrates only if it occurs with a single substrate and a single catalyst. The three reactions
are a unimolecular reaction, a reaction with a bimolecular substrate, and another with
bimolecular products. We assume a decomposition of the catalytic cycles as in Fig. 7, and
further assume them to be Markovian. The rate ρi for each transition i is the product of the
constant reaction rate ki and the numbers of reactant(s), e.g., ρ+1 = k+1n[C][S]. Importantly,
the conclusion obtained for these reactions does not extend to any spontaneous reaction, as
the counter-example of Fig. 3 shows.

The conclusion can be drawn from the inspection of Fig. 7 when noting that the introduc-
tion of multiple catalysts (second row) or multiple substrates (third row) effectively modifies
the catalytic cycle with a single substrate and a single catalyst (first row) in three possible
ways. By modifying some of the rates (represented by the black arrows of large size), by
adding additional states, or by effectively increasing the rate of the spontaneous reaction
(when increasing the number of S). Crucially, however, the added states are only increasing
the time to complete the catalytic route, and the modified rate in the main cycle are confined
to ρ+0 to ρ+1 but ρ+0 only increases with the number of substrates, which effectively makes
catalysis harder, while ρ+1 is involved in the efficiency of catalysis but not in the criterion
for the presence of catalysis (see section III A 3). These observations imply that in all three
cases catalysis occurs in the presence of a single substrate and multiple catalysts or in the
presence of a single catalyst and multiple substrates only if it occurs with a single substrate
and a single catalyst.
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To demonstrate it more formally in one example, consider for instance the case of the
reaction with a bimolecular substrate when considering a varying number n of catalysts C
and a single substrate S (central box in Fig. 7). In this case, ρ+1 is effectively multiplied by
a factor n and an extra (futile) state has to be considered where two different catalysts are
bound by one substrate each. The transition to this out-of-cycle intermediate 2CS+(n−2)C
from CS + S + (n − 1)S occurs at rate ρ+01 = ρ+1(n − 1) and release from this state at a rate
ρ−01 = 2ρ−1 . The condition for catalysis, TncC+S→ncC+P < TS→P , can be derived by solving the
system of equations associated with the reaction scheme (as in Section V A). It leads to

1

ρ+2
+ 1

ρ+3
+ ρ−2
ρ+2ρ

+
3

+ ρ
+
01(ρ−2 + ρ+3)
ρ−01(ρ+2ρ+3)

< 1

ρ+0
(55)

We thus verify that ρ+1 is not involved and that the presence of an out-of-cycle intermediate
makes the criterion for catalysis more stringent compared to the case with a single catalyst
for which this criterion is simply

1

ρ+2
+ 1

ρ+3
+ ρ−2
ρ+2ρ

+
3

< 1

ρ+0
(56)

where the rates ρ+2 , ρ−2 and ρ+3 are unchanged. Similar derivations can be done for the other
cases.

We have considered here bimolecular reactions where the substrates or products are
indistinguishable. If they are distinct and if their binding occur sequentially, i.e., C+S1+S2↔
CS1 ↔ CS1S2 ↔ C + P or C + S ↔ CS ↔ CP1 + P2 ↔ C + P1 + P2, then no out-of-cycle
intermediates are present.

In Fig. 4, we computed the mean-first passage time for each reaction scheme in Fig. 7
and used the following reaction rates: for the unimolecular reaction with no out-of-cycle
intermediate, k+0 = 0.15, k+1 = 2, k−1 = 1, k+2 = 1, k−2 = 1, and k+3 = 1; for the reaction with a
bimolecular product, k+0 = 0.15, k+1 = 0.5, k−1 = 1, k+2 = 1, k−2 = 1, k+3 = 1, and k+3 = 0.3; for the
reaction with a bimolecular substrate, k+0 = 0.08, k+1 = 0.1, k−1 = 1, k+2 = 1, k−2 = 1, and k+3 = 1.
For the unimolecular reaction with an out-of-cycle intermediate, we set k+0 = 0.15, k+2 = 1,
k+3 = 0.001, k−3 = 0.0001.

F. Catalysis in the presence of multiple products

To illustrate how catalysis in the presence of multiple products requires catalysis to take
place in the presence of no product, consider for instance the unimolecular reactions S → P
represented in Fig. 8, with initially one substrate S, one catalyst C and n products P . The
final state of interest is C + (n + 1)P . This state is reached either through the spontaneous
reaction, the catalyzed reaction (path at the bottom) or through the upper path, which
corresponds to the spontaneous reaction plus the binding/unbinding of the catalyst to a
product.

The conclusion follows from a simple observation: the presence of products only opens
an addition path (the upper path of Fig. 8), in addition to the spontaneous (middle) and
catalytic (lower) paths that are present in absence of the product. As this additional path
includes the spontaneous reaction together with the binding and unbinding of the catalyst
to a product, it cannot be faster than the spontaneous reaction. As a consequence, catalysis
must rely on the lower path, which is the same as in absence of products. Tcat < TS→P is
therefore necessary for catalysis irrespectively of the number n of products.
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FIG. 8: Catalytic cycle with multiple products for a unimolecular reaction S → P initiated with

a single substrate, a single catalyst, and n products. The difference with the case of no product

(n = 0) is the upper path that includes the spontaneous reaction together with the binding and

unbinding of a product to the catalyst.

G. Catalysis beyond the first product

We have represented in Fig. 5A the formation of 3 products from 3 substrate molecules
with 3 catalysts, when products are removed upon formation, and in the context of an
irreversible spontaneous reaction. In this scheme, we see that the dynamics essentially boils
down to moving from one column to the one on its right. We have shown that this can be
faster than the corresponding spontaneous reactions (reactions on the top of the columns)
only if there is at least one state on a left column that departs to a state on the right faster
than the spontaneous reaction (Eq. (13)). A sufficient condition for catalysing np reaction
is that each of these moves is faster that their corresponding spontaneous reaction. A
necessary condition is that the mean time for np spontaneous reactions to proceed is longer
than a combination of moves:

E[min(t(1)S→P , . . . , t
(ns−r)
S→P , t

(1)
cat, . . . , t

(r)
cat)] + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +E[min(t(1)S→P , . . . , t

(ns−r−np)
S→P , t

(1)
cat, . . . , t

(r−np)
cat )]

< E[min(t(1)S→P , . . . , t
(ns)
S→P )] + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +E[min(t(1)S→P , . . . , t

(ns−np)
S→P )]

However, we note that even in the simplest case where products are systematically removed
whenever produced, the total time TnsS+ncC→(ns−np)S+ncC+npP cannot be computed as a sum
∑np

r=0 T(ns−r)S+ncC→(ns−np)S+ncC+P .
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